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Abstract

In the process of investigating the physical and che■ lical properties of l,4-dioxane aqueous

solution,the authors discovered an unprecedented phenomenon in、 、hich the w/ater―solubility of

various types of salt increases  From partial kno、 vledge about the state of both components of

the solution,it is thought that the breaking of hydrogen bonds by l,4-dioxane generates sma■ er

、vater― clusters that have high physical or cheHlical activities  ln other、 vords,controHing the

lquid structure of瓢 /ater through the addition of l,4-dioxane may be possible  The present

study investigated the state of both components of the solution and control of the liquid structure

of郡/ater by l,4-dioxane and used 170_NWIR cheHュ ical shift to perforHl a quantitative evaluation

of the process by、vhich hydrogen bonds are brOken  The folloMァ ing conclusions M/ere obtained:

1) The addition Of l,4-dioxane,M/hich is capable of breaking hydrOgen bOnds,can be used

to effectively control the liquid structure of、 i,'ater

2) 「Γhe prOcess by which hydrogen bonds are broken can be evaluated quantitatively using
170_N]ヽ′11R chernical shift

K?ylttο ′」s: 170_Nふ /1R,cheHlical shift,1,4-Dioxane,hydrogen bonds

1.  Introduction

In the prOcess of investigating the physical and chemical properties of l,4-dioxane aqueous

solution,the authors discovered an unprecedented phenomenon in、 vhich the、 vater― solubility of

various types of salt increases. A state of l,4-dioxane existing in l,4-dioxane aqueous

solution had been examined using lo、 v―frequency Raman scattering and覇 〆ater and monomeric

l,4-dioxane、vere found tO be independently and uniformly■ lixed  Therefore,Mre beheve that

smaner water― clusters having high physical or chemical activities are generated through the

breaking of hydrOgen bonds by l,4-dioxane.  In other 、、アords, 瑯〆e believe that the liquid

structure of、vater can be controHed by the addition Of l,4-dioxane.

Although many studies have been performed concerning the hquid structure of 、vater,

specificany,clarirication of the tetra― coordinated structure,and the existence of clusters that

are formed from pentamers, no research has been performed、 vith respect to controHing the

hquid structure of、 vater. Although various agents reported to be capable of controning the
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